Thinking of travelling with ORENCIA® Subcutaneous SC?

Then read this ON-THE-GO Guide!
It’s important to remember that ORENCIA
should be kept at a temperature of
2 to 8°C until you are ready to use it.
The ORENCIA Travel Cold Case
helps to keep your medicine cool
while you travel.

You can order an ORENCIA
Travel Cold Case*
by calling the ORENCIA
RESPONSE PROGRAM®
at 1-877- 979 -3200.
*Limit of one Travel Cold Case per person.

How to use your ORENCIA Travel Cold Case
1

Remove the reusable gel packs from the Travel Cold Case and place them flat in the freezer
for at least 24 hours before your trip, so they will be frozen before you leave. Do not allow
ORENCIA syringes to freeze. The syringes should remain in your refrigerator in the original
carton and protected from light until you are ready to pack the Travel Cold Case.
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With your Travel Cold Case at room temperature, insert the frozen gel packs in the
appropriate pockets in the Travel Cold Case 20 minutes before inserting the syringes. This
will prevent the syringes from freezing when you place them in the case. Never place your
ORENCIA syringes in direct contact with the gel packs.
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Remove the ORENCIA syringes from the original carton and place your syringes into the tray
provided in the Travel Cold Case. Be careful when placing the syringe into the tray. Handle
the syringe by the housing; avoid contacting the plunger rod and needle cover during
placement into the tray. Always use the tray with the Travel Cold Case; it will help protect
your ORENCIA syringes during travel.
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Keep your Travel Cold Case with you at all times when travelling to your destination. Do not
put it in your “checked” luggage. Keep it in your carry-on luggage.
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When used according to its instructions, the ORENCIA Travel Cold Case will help keep
ORENCIA between a temperature of 2 and 8°C for a period of 6 hours at a room temperature
of 20 to 25°C. If you know you’ll be travelling for longer than 6 hours, you should look into
other ways of keeping your ORENCIA at the right temperature.

ORENCIA is a registered trademark of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company,
used under license by Bristol-Myers Squibb Canada Co.
ORENCIA RESPONSE PROGRAM is a registered trademark of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company,
used under license by Bristol-Myers Squibb Canada Co.

Thinking of travelling with ORENCIA SC?

Your Travel Checklist
Make sure you have enough doses (syringes) of ORENCIA to last for your
whole trip.

Pack enough alcohol swabs and cotton balls to last you for your trip, plus a
few extras.

Ask your doctor to fill out the Customs Card below.

Make sure to keep your ORENCIA in your carry-on luggage. Make sure your
ORENCIA has its pharmacy label on it and that the name on the label matches the
name on your ticket or boarding pass. Carry a copy of your ORENCIA prescription
with you when you’re travelling.
Check in advance that you will have access to a refrigerator while you’re on
your trip.

Take your doctor’s phone number with you in case you have any questions or
emergencies.

When you’re traveling, it’s a good idea to carry a doctor’s note about your medicine. Ask

your doctor to fill out the card below and keep it with you in case you are asked for proof that you
need to carry your medicine with you.

Certificate of medical need
For medical purposes, this person must carry syringes of a prescription medication called
ORENCIA (abatacept) taken as a weekly subcutaneous injection. These syringes are prescribed by
his/her physician for the person’s individual use. They are not for resale.

Patient’s name

Physician’s name

Physician’s signature

Physician’s phone

Date

